
through his hands, and more through his eyes - behind thick, sometimes askew glasses. 

In 1962, Otto Klemperer, one of the great conductors of the 20th century, returned to the Philadelphia Orchestra after an absence of more 
than 25 years, having suffered a brain tumor, a stroke, severe bipolar disorder, and third-degree bums from setting himself on fire by 
smoking in bed. 

" His beat was slurred. Definitely slurred," recalls cellist Marcel Farago, 92, who retired from the orchestra in 1990. " But his mind was 
there. The conducting was there. He knew the pieces, he knew what he wanted, and he got it. Schumann [Symphony No. 4] was a cinch. 
Nothing to it." 

The intensity heard on a newly published live recording of the pcrfom1ance is 1errifying. Recordings of Klemperer in Philadelphia are 
being issued on disc and in downloads by Pristine Classical, a European boutique label that somehow located stereo tapes and remastered 
them with sound quality that easily eclipses previous issues of the same perfonnances. Only now do we have an accurate picture ofa 
conductor who, at 77, had his share of off days but, however infinn he appeared here, was still in the Indian summer of his career. 

"Generally, the tempi were very slow," says violinist Herbert Light, 79, who played those concerts. The sunny spirits of Beethoven's 
Symphony No. 6 (" Pastoral") are clouded by Klemperer's slow Philadelphia tempos, the first movement coming in at 14: I O - a minute 
longer than his already slow studio recording. Beethoven's Symphony No. 3 (" Eroica") came with such a strong interpretive concept that 
some of his Philadelphia timings match his famous 1959 recording down to the second. 

Bach 's Brandenburg Concerto No. I seems to unfold in slow motion under Klemperer. With astonishing re-creative imagination, he finds 
deep pockets of emotional content, whether or not Bach intended them. 

Even in Beethoven's oft-heard Symphony No. 7, one hears a perfonnance that seems to embody the decades of wartime tragedy the rest 
of the world was trying to forget. The single best perfonnance is Schumann's Symphony No. 4. Every so often in Klemperer's live 
recordings, he sounds dcmonical\y possessed. This is one of those. Yannick NCzct-SCguin brought in the Schumann symphony with the 
Chamber Orchestra of Europe at 28:27, but Klemperer is right behind him at 28:38. He solves the problematically quiet ending of 
Brahms' Symphony No. 3 elegantly - though you have to hear it to understand how he did it. 

In the Philadelphia recordings - previously published under Europe's more liberal copyright laws - Pristine's high-quality stereo 
shows how the orchestra' s sound created a polished counterbalance to Klemperer' s craggy, truth-telling qualities and sustained the 
conductor's tempos with a security not always heard elsewhere. 

David Patrick Stearns Philadelphia Inquirer, 20 March 20 16 (excerpts) 

Producer's Note 

As with Volume One, sound quality is excellent throughout this second volume. I've tamed a slightly over-wide stereo image and used a 
light convolution reverberation derived from one of the world's foremost concert halls to bring a little extra realism to a slightly dry 
acoustic, whilst XR remastering has helped bring out the full wannth of the Philadlcphia Orchestra's sound. 

Andrew Rose 
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